
Year 6’s theme for Summer is: 

 The UK 

 

Home Work 

At this age, activities are intended for children to attempt independently, please 

support your child if they need it, but let us know if something is causing a lot of 

difficulty. Monday homework will be linked to Spelling, Punctuation or Grammar, this 

must be back in school for the following Monday. Friday homework may be English, 

Maths or topic work, it should be returned by Tuesday. As a school we are really 

working on handwriting and presentation – this is something that could be encouraged at 

home. 

 

Monday’s PE will be dance linked to the play. Thursday’s PE will 

be taught by Mrs Devlin and will be athletics and rounders. 

RE will be taught by Mrs 

Devlin. We will learn  

more about Judaism and 

Christianity. 

As musicians, we will learn a number of songs for our end 

of year performance. 

 

As Geographers we will be learning about the UK. We will look at the local area, develop 

geographical skills by exploring the local environment and then look at Britain as a whole. We 

will also investigate the impact the Commonwealth has had on the UK. 

 

As scientists we will be 

learning about living things 

and the environment. We 

will also complete our work 

on evolution. 

Miss Gregson is the class teachers. We are supported by 

Mrs Devlin, Mrs Higginbottom and Mrs Stanley.  

Our Class Governor is Mr Mark Frost. For the long term 

plan please look on the school website under Year 6. 

 

As mathematicians we will further develop our understanding of 

fractions, decimals and percentages. We will be problem solving 

in all areas of Maths and using measures and shape knowledge in 

DT. Remember to use MyMaths to support your learning. 

In English we will be looking at poetry, plays and explanations.  

We will also continue to develop our writing skills and 

understanding of spelling, grammar and punctuation. We will be 

rehearsing the end of year play as part of our drama lessons. 

Catch up: In DT we will 

design a product that 

includes an electrical 

system to link to our prior 

work in Science. 

During Computing we will learn 

about HTML tags and we will 

try making our own webpage 

using Mozilla Thimble. 

Our school value 

is respect. 

 


